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Singapore, which was once a British trading colony today has become a popular tourist entertaining
holidaying destination of the world. Its travel packages are quite popular and are spreading
worldwide for its gratifying tourist enticing possibilities offered by it. It takes you through sky-
scrapers, vast shopping malls and beautiful gardens and more of all offers you to enjoy tantalizing
culinary and mesmerizing nightlife. Singapore at present enjoys the most tourists from different
parts of the world.

Singapore is most probably popular for its awesome culture attractions, diverse nature wonders and
excellent hospitality and friendliness rendered by the country is an enticing attraction which is
irresistible by nature. Singapore Tour Package gives you a wonderful opportunity besides its
services, an opportunity and chances to see the incredible wonders and attractions in the city and
the surrounding areas such as the Orchard road are beyond words to express about its exhilarating
entertainments and is often called the entertaining hub of the city. Other places such as Sentosa
Island, little India are some of top attractive amazing sites of Singapore and the places like National
Museum of Singapore and Singapore Art Museum are cited for sightseeing purpose which gives an
inspiring history of the past and the present wonders of the country.

The Merlion in Singapore

It is one of the important tourist spot which was designed as an emblem of Singapore tourism in
1964. The Merlion standing on the high hillock overlooking the Sentosa with the 23m high with lion
head ad fish body resting on a crest of waves is main spot where people often rush to experience
the impressive view of the beautiful Sentosa Island. It is one of the main tourist attractions which
signify the legend of the rediscovery of Singapore and portrays the beginning of the place as a
fishing village.

Sentosa Island

It is one of the most popular island resort noted to be the best site for travel and leisure escape
during vacations and honeymoon tours. The long sheltered beach, golf course, five star hotels and
theme park are the main attraction which favors every traveler to experience the best vacationing
holidays. There are lot more attractions in Sentosa Island for travelers delight, you can explore the
incredible beauty of hills and beaches with cable car drive from Mt Faber or enjoy watching the
worldâ€™s largest oceanarium where hundreds of fish and water animals dancing beneath the sea. The
thrilling performance of dolphins at the dolphin lagoons are some of the outstanding attractions
which leaves an awestruck memory for life time to treasure.

The attractions such as Sentosa amusing excitements of marine exploration and adventure
expeditions of Jurong bird Park and other exhilarating activities of enjoyment offered by Singapore
tourism in its tourist destinations makes Singapore ever mesmerizing and ever exhilarating
destination hunted by tourist across the globe. 

With its packages, Singapore also offers chances to indulge in some of the most thrilling activity
such as Singapore Night Safari and Singapore over night shopping are some of the mind blowing
excitements undertake by tourism in this country, which makes it popular and enticing for adventure
seekers worldwide.
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